Main Changes

Left Side Navigation Panel
Instead of top tabs, you will now navigate through Blackboard through the left-side panel, clicking on each item to access.

Updated CCSU Color-Scheme and Images
The uniform color accommodates accessibility standards and provides a unifying look.

Institution Page
When you first log in to Blackboard you will land on the Institution Page. This page displays targeted announcements and resources geared toward faculty or students and quick access to the institution calendar. The information on this page will update periodically with news and announcements.

Courses and Organizations
All your courses and organizations are clearly labeled and easily accessible.

New Additions to Panel
Grades, Calendar and Course Messages (Bb course specific messages not CCSU email) are now more visible and always available.

Activity Stream
A new feature of Blackboard displaying course notifications based upon your selections.

Assist
Also a new feature of Blackboard providing a compilation of CCSU student resources.